
HOTEL NEWS NOW’S 1ST-EVER EPIC, HOTEL-RELATED CROSSWORD
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Across

5) Several desirous of the name and the logo
9) Marriott has amassed an assemblage of signatures (two words)
11) Debt that’s not quite reached the �rst �oor
14) At U.K. conferences, please refrain from the "B" word
17) The metric that takes into account F&B
18) Both a chain of islands and hotels
19) Dog eat dog in the hotel industry
20) His rise to the top of Radisson was speedy
21) The hotel cliché most favored by Michael Phelps (two words)
22) Evaluate what you seek
24) China’s hotel inroads have currency
25) Recently sold to LVMH
28) For technology, it’s all about having things move
31) An unusual object found in Hilton’s portfolio
34) There was agreement to do away with the “d” of this hotel company
35) A hotel company newly out of co�ee
36) It’s where Bill Marriott calls home
38) Shop type considered overused in the hotel industry
41)  Several draws of numbered tickets did not pay for this brand
42) An AccorHotels brand keeping the rain o� one of your parents (two words)
44)  For this Israeli �rm, the jury’s in
45) Sparking up hostel energy
46)  This IHG brand’s principal U.K. goal was London
47) A yellow card drives occupancy
48) It’s every owner’s dream at the exit
50) A chain built once every 1,000 years
51) The person providing a hospitable welcome at a REIT

Down

1) How all brands try to not be the same
2) It could not insure its buy of the Waldorf
3) When in session, perhaps the cause of New York City citywides (two words)
4) Usually EMEA execs will be here in April
6) From Steigenberger to Taj
7)  It climbed to �rst place in the race of the soft brands
10) It’s what goes on behind the hotel scenes (three words)
12) An IHG brand to dye for
13) It’s the Ohio town where the articles come from
15) It’s where the music of data is analyzed in August
16) A man who founded Regent International Hotels (two words)
23) Perhaps Vivaldi’s favourite hotel chain? (two words)
26) You read it, and it’s 10 years old (three words)
27) Four European letters that can cost you 4%
29) Hilton’s latest brand takes it to the maxim-um
30) A hotel’s arti�cial conversational entity
32) Surely the brand favored by Michelangelo and Caravaggio
33) It's your hotels versus several others in the same city and chain scale
37) A British hotel company that chooses to stand on the right side of the ship
39) From Studio 54 to Edition (two words)
40)  Does this chain provide the most selection?
43) Was it the �fth hotel chain in the U.S.? (two words)
49) A brand named for Simón Bolivar?


